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MSSN 561  

CHRISTIAN WITNESS & WORLD RELIGIONS  

MARCH (SPRING 2016)  

 

GENERAL CLASS INFORMATION  

 

Class acronym: MSSN 561 

Class name:  Christian Witness & World Religions 

Semester & year: Spring 2016 

Class location:  Northern New England Conference Office,  

479 Main Street, Westbrook, ME 040902 

Class time/day: 4:00 pm – 7:00 pm, Sunday, March 13, 2015 

   8:00 am – 12:00 am and 1:00 pm – 5:00 pm Monday - Thursday 

Credits offered: 3 Credits 

 

 

INSTRUCTOR CONTACT  

 

Instructor:  Boubakar Sanou, PhD   

Telephone:  269-815-2110 (Cell) 

Email:   sanou@andrews.edu 

Office location: Seminary S223 

Office hours:  3-4:20pm Tuesday-Thursday 

 

COURSE DESCRIPTION  

 

MSSN 561 is the study of the history, writings, beliefs and practices in world religions such as 

Islam, Hinduism and Buddhism and the development of effective strategies for Christian witness. 

COURSE MATERIALS  

 

Required: 

 

Halverson, Dean C. 1996. The Compact Guide to World Religions. Minneapolis, MN: Bethany  

 House  Publishers. 272 pages 

Muck, Terry C., & Frances S. Adeney. 2009. Christianity Encountering World Religions: the 

Practice of Mission in the Twenty-First Century. Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic. 

416 pages 
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OUTCOMES  

 

Program Learning Outcomes (PO)   

 

MA in Pastoral Ministry (MAPM) English Outcomes 

1. Delivers effective biblically based sermons.  

2. Demonstrates proper biblical interpretation skills.   

3. Understands the historical–theological and missional development of the Adventist 

Church.  

4. Trains church members for evangelism.  

5. Empowers church members for leadership 

6. Capable of reaching specific social groups  

 

 

Student Learning Outcomes (SLO) The student should be able to:  

 

1. Explain the basic beliefs of Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, New Age, and animism. 

2. Write scholarly papers  

3. Conduct graduate level theologically sound research. 

4. Synthesize required chapters into brief summaries 

5. Reflect on missiological implications of various cultural practices and missionary 

approaches 

6. Describe mission and ministry applications of principles from the reading  

 

As a result of this course I expect students to: 

  

BE:   Comfortable and at ease when mixing with adherents of other world religions 

World Christians engaged in Great Commission activities among the world 

religions 

KNOW: The resources, methods, and skills needed to study world religions 

The challenges presented by the world religions to Christian witness 

The general beliefs and practices of five world religious systems 

DO: Develop skills for apologetic dialogue with adherents of other religions by being 

able to discern the reasons, motives, and instincts that inspire people of different 

religious beliefs 

Write a scholarly paper on salvation in one of the world’s religions 
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TOPICS TO BE COVERED  

Date Class Topic Assignments Due 

3/13/16 Introduction  

Introduction to the Study of 

Religions 

Critical Book Review and Summary 

of Assigned chapters in The Compact 

Guide to World Religions 

3/14/16 Animism   

3/15/16 Hinduism & Buddhism  

3/16/16 Islam & New Age  

3/17/16 Basic Principles of Mission 

among Other Religions 

 

 

ASSIGNMENTS AND CRITERIA FOR GRADES: 

 

PRE-INTENSIVE ASSIGNMENTS 

 

Read Halverson, Dean C. 1996. The Compact Guide to World Religions. Minneapolis, MN: 

Bethany House Publishers and write a two page summary of each of the following chapters: 

Animism, Buddhism, Hinduism, Islam, New Age, and Secularism. Due date: March 13, 2016. 

DURING THE INTENSIVE 

 

(1) Lectures  

(2) Group interactions on The Compact Guide to World Religions. 

 

POST-INTENSIVE ASSIGNMENTS 
I. Book Review  

Students will submit one critical book review of Terry C. Muck and Frances S. Adeney (2009), 

Christianity Encountering World Religions: the Practice of Mission in the Twenty-First Century 

(CEWR-PM); Two thousand (2,000) words are required. Please note that this is NOT a book 

report. The content in the review is for critique and analysis of the book; you can summarize the 

main points of the book, but you must engage in analysis and critique of the main ideas. A sheet 

with formatting instructions and guidelines and a grading rubric are in appendix. The paper 

should be single-spaced, font 12, with the heading (Critical Book Review). Due date: April 15, 

2016. 
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II. Religious Exposure: Each student will visit one non-Christian religious service. 

Following the trip a 300-400 word response and reflection paper will be submitted. The 

report is due April 15, 2016 

III. Research Paper—Due on June 30, 2016 

 This research paper has three parts: 

 

A. The Doctrine of Salvation Paper 

Choose a religion to study from the following group: Islam, Hinduism, Buddhism, or 

New Age Movement. 

Write a paper of 1,200 to 1,500 words on the doctrine of salvation in the chosen religion. 

Appropriate sacred texts of the religion will used if applicable. 

 

B. A Christian Response to the Doctrine of Salvation in one of the world’s 

religions  

  

Write a paper of 1,300 to 1,900 words presenting a Christian-Adventist missiological 

response to the other religion’s doctrine of salvation will be submitted. The paper will 

include the following headings as you discuss a Christian apologetic that defends the 

Christian doctrine of salvation in contrast to the doctrine in your chosen religion: (1) 

points of agreement, (2) points of disagreement, (3) weaknesses of the other religion’s 

position, (4) strengths of the Christian position, and (5) a way to build a bridge leading to 

belief in the Christian belief. Appropriate sacred texts of the other religion and the Bible 

should be used. 

 

C.    Analysis of a Traditional SDA Approach & Contextual Recommendations    

  

i. Evaluation of a typical Adventist Bible study. An analysis will be made of the 

effectiveness of a typical Adventist Bible study or evangelistic sermon about the 

doctrine of salvation with adherents of the other religion. Use a published sermon 

outline from a well-known Adventist evangelist or an outline from a published set 

of Adventist Bible studies and insert a copy of the sermon or study in an 

appendix. Answer the following questions: (1) in what ways would the traditional 

Adventist approach be effective in leading a person of the other religion to belief 

in the Christian doctrine of Salvation? (2) In what ways is the traditional 

Adventist approach not effective? (You are evaluating the approach or method 

used in evangelism, not the fundamental Adventist belief about the doctrine). 

ii. A Contextualized Approach. Based on the strengths and weaknesses of the 

traditional SDA approach discussed above, what method would be more 

effective? Submit one Bible study outline about the selected doctrine that is 

contextualized for evangelism among adherents of the other religion. Besides 
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Bible texts, use appropriate sacred texts of the other religion which could possibly 

serve as a bridge. 

E. Grades: The final grade will be based on the following: 

 

 Research Paper     100 points 

  Critical Book Review      50 points 

  Summary of Assigned Chapters    25 points 

Religious Exposure Report     50 points 

     Total Points                  225 points 

 

A   94-100%   A- 90-93% 

 B+ 87-89%   B  84-86%   B- 80-83% 

C+ 77-79%   C 74-76%   C- 70-73% 
 

Assessment Submission 

 

Late Submission 

Late submission of the writing assignments—the Bibliography, the Doctrine of Salvation Paper, 

and the reflection papers on the assigned readings will incur a 10% late penalty if the deadline is 

not met. 

 

 

GRADING AND ASSESSMENT  

 

Credit-Hour Definitions  

 

A professional 3-credit course taken at the Seventh-day Adventist Theological Seminary requires 

a total of 135 hours for course lectures, reading requirements and written assignments. For this 

course, the instructor estimates that this total of 135 hours will be distributed in the following 

activities: 

Estimated Time for this Class—MAPM---3 credit (135 hours) 

 

Class Lectures 45 

Reading in Halverson 15 

Research Paper 45 

Critical Book Review - Muck 27 

Religious Exposure 3 
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Intensive Class Schedule 

Schedule for class meetings:  [Date]______________ 

      Running total 

Sunday 5-7 p.m. 4 hours 4 

Monday 8:00-12 noon 

1:30-6:00 p.m. 

4 hours 

5 hours 

9 

13 

Tuesday 8:00-12 noon 

1:30-6:00 p.m. 

 

4 hours 

5 hours 

9 

22 

Wednesday 8:00-12 noon 

1:30-6:00 p.m. 

  

4 hours 

5 hours 

9 

31 

Thursday 8:00-12 noon 

1:30-6:00 p.m. 

  

4 hours 

5 hours 

9 

40 

 Pre/Post-session  Guest lectures to be 

viewed on-line  

 5 hours 45  
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CLASS POLICIES  

 

Classroom Seating 

Provide a statement about your policy on classroom seating (e.g., In order to facilitate learning everyone’s 

name please select a permanent seat until instructed otherwise). 

 

Disability Accommodations 
If you qualify for accommodation under the American Disabilities Act, please contact Student Success in 

Nethery Hall 100 (disabilities@andrews.edu or 269-471-6096) as soon as possible so that 

accommodations can be arranged. 

 

Late Submission 

The following penalties will be applied for late submission of assessment items: 

 

Assessments received by due date: (possible A grade) 

Delay up to 60 days: (no better than an A- grade) 

Delay up to 90 days: (no better than a B+ grade) 

Delay up to 120 days: (no better than a B grade) 

Delay up to 150 days:        (no better than a C grade) 

 

Examinations 

“Credit is not granted in courses unless the required examinations are completed by the student.  Students 

are expected to follow the published examination schedule.  In cases where the schedule requires a student 

to complete four exams in one day, arrangements may be made with the dean to complete one of the 

examinations at another time”.          AU Bulletin 

 

Class Attendance 
“Regular attendance at all classes, laboratories and other academic appointments is required for each 

student.  Faculty members are expected to keep regular attendance records.  The syllabus notifies students 

of the attendance requirements.          AU Bulletin 

 

Teacher Tardiness 

“Teachers have the responsibility of getting to class on time.  If a teacher is detained and will be late, the 

teacher must send a message to the class with directions.  If after 10 minutes no message has been received, 

students may leave without penalty.  If teacher tardiness persists, students have the right to notify the 

department chair, or if the teacher is the department chair, to notify the dean”.  AU Bulletin 

 

Class Absences 

“Whenever the number of absences exceeds 20% (10% for graduate classes) of the total course 

appointments, the teacher may give a failing grade.  Merely being absent from campus does not exempt the 

student from this policy.   Absences recorded because of late registration, suspension, and early/late 

vacation leaves are not excused.  The class work missed may be made up only if the teacher allows.  Three 

tardies are equal to one absence.   

 

Registered students are considered class members until they file a Change of Registration form in the Office 

of Academic records”.          AU Bulletin 

 

mailto:disabilities@andrews.edu
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Excused Absences 

“Excuses for absences due to illness are granted by the teacher.  Proof of illness is required.  Residence hall 

students are required to see a nurse on the first day of any illness which interferes with class attendance.  

Non-residence hall students should show written verification of illness obtained from their own physician.  

Excuses for absences not due to illness are issued directly to the dean’s office.  Excused absences do not 

remove the student’s responsibility to complete all requirements of a course.  Class work is made up by 

permission of the teacher”.         AU Bulletin 

 

Academic Integrity 
“In harmony with the mission statement (p.18), Andrews University expects that students will demonstrate 

the ability to think clearly for themselves and exhibit personal and moral integrity in every sphere of life. 

Thus, students are expected to display honesty in all academic matters.                    

 

Academic dishonesty includes (but is not limited to) the following acts: falsifying official documents; 

plagiarizing, which includes copying others’ published work, and/or failing to give credit properly to other 

authors and creators; misusing copyrighted material and/or violating licensing agreements (actions that may 

result in legal action in addition to disciplinary action taken by the University); using media from any source 

or medium, including the Internet (e.g., print, visual images, music) with the intent to mislead, deceive or 

defraud; presenting another’s work as one’s own (e.g. placement exams, homework, assignments); using 

material during a quiz or examination other than those specifically allowed by the teacher or program; 

stealing, accepting, or studying from stolen quizzes or examination materials; copying from another student 

during a regular or take-home test or quiz; assisting another in acts of academic dishonesty (e.g., falsifying 

attendance records, providing unauthorized course materials).  

 

Andrews University takes seriously all acts of academic dishonesty.  Such acts as described above are 

subject to incremental discipline for multiple offenses and severe penalties for some offenses.  These acts 

are tracked in the office of the Provost.  Repeated and/or flagrant offenses will be referred to the Committee 

for Academic Integrity for recommendations on further penalties.  Consequences may include denial of 

admission, revocation of admission, warning from a teacher with or without formal documentation, warning 

from a chair or academic dean with formal documentation, receipt of a reduced or failing grade with or 

without notation of the reason on the transcript, suspension or dismissal from the course, suspension or 

dismissal from the program, expulsion from the university, or degree cancellation.  Disciplinary action may 

be retroactive if academic dishonesty becomes apparent after the student leaves the course, program or 

university   

 

Departments or faculty members may publish additional, perhaps more stringent, penalties for academic 

dishonesty in specific programs or courses”.       AU Bulletin 

 

Language and Grammar 
There is an expectation that a student enrolled in a graduate program possesses advanced written language 

skills, particularly in the language in which the degree is acquired.  Thus, no special consideration will be 

given to English as a second language learners or native-English speakers who have yet to obtain mastery 

in written English.  Such students are advised to seek the assistance of the campus writing lab or procure 

the services of an editor prior to the submission of their assignments.  Tips for success include reading your 

assignments aloud and having someone else do likewise prior to submission.  This practice will provide 

you with immediate feedback on your written assignments.   
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Emergency Protocol  

Andrews University takes the safety of its student seriously. Signs identifying emergency protocol are 

posted throughout buildings. Instructors will provide guidance and direction to students in the classroom 

in the event of an emergency affecting that specific location. It is important that you follow these 

instructions and stay with your instructor during any evacuation or sheltering emergency.   
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INSTRUCTOR PROFILE  

 

 

 

Boubakar Sanou is a native of Burkina Faso, a French speaking country in 

West Africa, where he served as a pastor for twelve years. He holds a BA in 

Theology (Andrews University, 1999), a Masters of Arts in Pastoral 

Theology (Newbold College, 2005), a Doctor of Ministry in Global Mission 

Leadership (Andrews University, 2010), and a PhD in Missiology and 

Christian Leadership (Andrews University, 2015)  
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ASSESSMENT GUIDELINES FOR RESEARCH PAPER  

 

See next three pages 



Department of World Mission 

MSSN 561 Christian Witness and World Religions 

GRADING RUBRIC FOR DOCTRINE OF SALVATION PAPER 

Name: ___________________________ 

Elements Description Excellent Proficient/Good Satisfactory/Average Unsatisfactory/Poor Wt. Pts. 

  4 3 2 1   

Other Religion’s 

Doctrine of Salvation 

 

Variety of reliable and 

reputable academic primary, 

secondary, and tertiary sources 

used 

Exceptional use of a primary 

source (Qur’an, Hindu, Buddhist, 

or New Age writings) and at least 

5 reputable academic secondary 

and/or tertiary sources  

Good use of a primary 

source and at least 4 

reputable academic 

secondary and/or tertiary 

sources  

 

One type of source 

missing  

Modest variety of sources 

used  

 

Sources not used  

 
3  

Level of analysis and synthesis, 

clarity, comprehensiveness, and 

fairness 

Exceptional analysis and synthesis  

Exceptionally clear, 

comprehensive, fair 

Analysis and synthesis  

Reasonably clear, 

comprehensive, fair 

Limited analysis and 

synthesis  

Modestly clear, 

comprehensive, fair 

Incomplete  

Fragmented  

Not clear or fair 

3  

Comparative 

Analysis of Christian 

doctrine & other 

religion’s doctrine of 

salvation 

Level of analysis of common 

grounds, differences, 

weaknesses of other religion’s 

doctrine of salvation 

Insightful analysis of common 

grounds, differences, weaknesses 

of other religion’s doctrine of 

salvation 

Good analysis of common 

grounds, differences, 

weaknesses of other 

religion’s doctrine of 

salvation 

Fair analysis of common 

grounds, differences, 

weaknesses of other 

religion’s doctrine of 

salvation 

Weak analysis of common 

grounds, differences, 

weaknesses of other 

religion’s doctrine of 

salvation 

3  

Strength of the Christian 

position on salvation described 

Succinctly analyzes the Christian 

position on salvation described 

Provides a clear analyses 

of the Christian position 

on salvation described 

Provides a satisfactory 

analyses of the Christian 

position on salvation 

described 

Provides a weak analyses 

of the Christian position 

on salvation described 

3  

Possible bridges to reach those 

in the other religion identified 

Presents very strong & convincing 

strategies to reach those in the 

other religion identified 

Presents clear & reliable 

strategies to reach those in 

the other religion 

identified 

Presents a somewhat good 

strategies to reach those in 

the other religion 

identified 

Presents unclear, 

unconvincing strategies to 

reach those in the other 

religion identified 

3  

Analysis of a 

traditional SDA 

approach  

 

Sample Bible Study provided 

Sample Bible study 

strongly/succinctly emphasizes 

traditional SDA perspective 

Sample Bible study 

emphasizes traditional 

SDA perspective 

Sample Bible study 

somewhat emphasizes 

traditional SDA 

perspective 

Sample Bible study has no 

or too little emphasis on 

traditional SDA 

perspective 

1  

Assessment of traditional SDA 

approach 

Strongly/succinctly assesses 

traditional SDA approach 

Assesses traditional SDA 

approach 

Somewhat assesses  

traditional SDA approach 

No assessment of 

traditional SDA approach 
3  

Development of a 

contextualized model 

Use of a variety of Bible texts 

& the other religion’s texts in a 

creative, persuasive, clear, fair 

way 

Creatively, persuasively, clearly, 

fairly uses a variety of relevant  

Bible texts & the other religion’s 

texts  

Persuasively & fairly use a 

variety of relevant  Bible 

texts & the other religion’s 

texts 

Somewhat use fairly & 

clearly a variety of 

relevant  Bible texts & the 

other religion’s texts 

Poorly use or use no 

relevant  Bible texts & the 

other religion’s texts 

4  

Format  

Follows AU Standards: Cover 

page, font, headings, margins, 

pagination, footnotes, block 

quotes, bibliography 

Formats, cover page, font, 

headings, margins, pagination, 

spacing, footnotes, block quotes, 

bibliography according to AU 

Standards for Written Work 

Does not follow AU 

Standards in 1 area 

Does not follow AU 

Standards in 2 areas 

Does not follow AU 

Standards in 3 or more 

areas 

1  

Spelling & Grammar 
Rules of good grammar and 

spelling 

No spelling mistakes  

Excellent use of English grammar 

1 spelling mistake  

Minor grammatical errors 

2 spelling mistakes  

Significant grammatical 

errors 

3 or more spelling 

mistakes major 

grammatical errors 

1  

Total      25  

This paper is due on ___________ and is worth 100 points. Late papers may have a 10% grade deduction.



Rubric for Book Review 

 

Name___________________________________ 
Elements Excellent Proficient Satisfactory Unsatisfactory Weight  Score 

 4 3 2 1   

Summary  Clearly communicates the 
author’s thesis/main idea 
and succinctly 
summarizes the content 
of the book. 

Adequately 
communicates the 
author’s thesis and 
summarizes the 
content of the book. 

Modestly 
communicates the 
author’s thesis and 
summarizes the 
content of the book. 

Does not clearly 
communicate the 
author’s thesis and/or 
summarize the 
content of the book. 

2 

 

Critique:  Interacts with and 
critiques the author’s 
ideas at a high level  

Adequately interacts 
with and critiques 
the author’s ideas  

Modestly interacts with 
and critiques the 
author’s ideas 

Does not offer a 
helpful critique, 
and/or focuses too 
much on personal 
reviewer’s bias 

2 

 

Application
:  

Shares clear and practical 
application of the 
author’s ideas for 
Christian ministry 

Adequately applies 
the author’s ideas for 
Christian ministry 

Modestly applies the 
author’s ideas for 
Christian ministry 

Does not sufficiently 
apply the author’s 
ideas for Christian 
ministry, and/or 
application limited to 
reviewer’s personal 
context 

2 

 

Recommen
dation:  

Clearly and strongly 
recommends whether to 
read the book, those who 
should read it, including a 
summary of reasons why  

Adequately 
recommends 
whether to read the 
book, those who 
should read it, 
including a summary 
of reasons why 

Modestly recommends 
whether to read the 
book, those who 
should read it, 
including a summary of 
reasons why 

Does not recommends 
whether to read the 
book, those who 
should read it, 
including a summary 
of reasons why 

2 

 

 Note: “Author” refers to the book author; “reviewer” refers to the book reviewer. 
Some information about the author might be included: Who is he/she? Why write this book? Any 
information about what makes the author an authority on the book’s subject is helpful.  
Things that should not be in a review: 
 Rants about negative or positive aspects of the book. 
 Expressions of personal prejudices: “I liked/didn’t like X aspect of the book…” 

  

 

 

 

 

 



Useful RESOURCES (Websites) 

 

1. Adventist Websites 

 

Adventist Mission 

http://www.adventistmission.org/ 

 

Adventist World Statistics 

http://www.adventiststatistics.org/ 

 

Béré Adventist Hospital 

http://bereadventisthospital.blogspot.com/ 

 

2. General Mission Websites 

 

American Society of Missiology 

http://www.asmweb.org/ 

 

Associated Mennonite Biblical Seminary Mission Studies Center 

http://www.ambs.edu/programs-institutes/mission-studies-center 

 

Boston University Digital Research Archive/Christian Mission 

http://digilib.bu.edu/dspace/handle/2144/33 

 

California Mission Studies Association 

http://www.ca-missions.org/ 

 

Edinburgh 1910 Collection (UMDL Texts) 

http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=genpub;idno=1936337 

 

Edinburgh 2010 Collection (Towards Edinburgh 2010) 

http://www.towards2010.org.uk/ 

 

EMQ (Evangelical Missions Quarterly) 

http://www.wheaton.edu/BGCE/Equipping-Corner/EMQ 

 

Fred Hardeman University Mission Studies 

http://web.fhu.edu/academics/bible/mission+studies 

 

Henry Martyn Centre for the Study of Mission and World Christianity 

http://www.martynmission.cam.ac.uk/ 

 

International Association of Mission Studies (IAMS) 

http://www.missionstudies.org/ 

 

International Journal of Frontier Missiology 

http://www.ijfm.com 

 

Lausanne Movement Home Page 

http://www.adventistmission.org/
http://www.adventiststatistics.org/
http://bereadventisthospital.blogspot.com/
http://www.asmweb.org/
http://www.ambs.edu/programs-institutes/mission-studies-center
http://digilib.bu.edu/dspace/handle/2144/33
http://www.ca-missions.org/
http://quod.lib.umich.edu/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=genpub;idno=1936337
http://www.towards2010.org.uk/
http://www.wheaton.edu/BGCE/Equipping-Corner/EMQ
http://web.fhu.edu/academics/bible/mission+studies
http://www.martynmission.cam.ac.uk/
http://www.missionstudies.org/
http://www.ijfm.com/
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http://www.lausanne.org/ 

 

Mission Resources.com 

http://www.missionsresources.com/?gclid=CLz8mOfc1pICFQGIPAodvlUfmQ 

 

Mission Resources Directory 

http://www.mrd.org/ 

 

Missology 

http://missiology.org/ 

 

Mennonite Mission Network (Misseo Dei .pdf) 

http://www.mennonitemission.net/ 

 

Overseas Ministries Study Center (OMSC) 

http://www.omsc.org/ 

 

Oxford Centre for Mission Studies 

http://www.vanguard.edu/oxford/ 

 

United Methodist Mission Studies 

http://gbgm-umc.org/missionstudies/ 

 

US Center for World Mission 

http://www.uscwm.org/ 

 

William Carey Library 

http://missionbooks.org/williamcareylibrary/home.php 

 

World Evangelical Alliance Resources 

http://www.wearesources.org/Publications.aspx 

 

3. World Religions Websites 

 

Association of Religion Data Archive 

http://www.thearda.com/ 

 

Jesus Will Return (Islamic Site) 

http://www.jesuswillreturn.com/s1_5b.html 

 

Oxford Center for Buddhist Studies 

http://www.ocbs.org/ 

 

Oxford Center for Hindu Studies 

http://www.ochs.org.uk/ 

 

Oxford Center for Islamic Studies 

http://www.oxcis.ac.uk/ 

 

http://www.lausanne.org/
http://www.missionsresources.com/?gclid=CLz8mOfc1pICFQGIPAodvlUfmQ
http://www.mrd.org/
http://missiology.org/
http://www.mennonitemission.net/
http://www.omsc.org/
http://www.vanguard.edu/oxford/
http://gbgm-umc.org/missionstudies/
http://www.uscwm.org/
http://missionbooks.org/williamcareylibrary/home.php
http://www.wearesources.org/Publications.aspx
http://www.thearda.com/
http://www.jesuswillreturn.com/s1_5b.html
http://www.ocbs.org/
http://www.ochs.org.uk/
http://www.oxcis.ac.uk/
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*Oxford Islamic Studies Online 

http://www.oxfordislamicstudies.com 

 

Religion-Online.Org 

http://www.religion-online.org/ 

 

University of Georgia Islamic Studies Resources 

http://www.uga.edu/islam/ 

 

Virtual Religion Index 

http://virtualreligion.net/vri/index.html 

 

 Pew Forum on person beliefs of Muslims in various countries 

 http://www.pewforum.org/the-worlds-muslims.aspx 
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